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Executive summary
Strategies for future flood protection in the Wadden Coastal Area:
Exploring adaptation measures with cultural-historical elements in Fryslân

The Frisian Wadden coast is known for its rich cultural-historical past. As a low-lying area it is
vulnerable to floods. The flood risk will increase when the sea level rises due to climate change. The
rich past in coastal management is still visible in the landscape of the Wadden coast. Some of these
landscape features can be integrated into new coastal protection plans, making (re)use of the culturalhistorical heritage. Old mounds are typical in the Frisian landscape, for example, and connecting them
could form a new dike for flood protection.

The main aim of this report is to explore the adaptation strategies, building on the region’s historical
and cultural elements in combination with ecosystem-based approach. In this report, adaptation
strategies are explored for a sea level rise ranging from 1 m to 3 m by 2100.

This research identified and classified a diversity of innovative, out-of-the-box and cultural-historical
adaptation measures based on literature research, brainstorming and discussion with experts.
Afterwards, the measures were grouped into clusters according to time and sea level rise scenario, as
shown in the adaptation pathways. The maps also integrate these measures.
The adaptation pathways approach presents a flexible path to plan long-term strategies. The figure
below shows diverse clusters with adaptation strategies, which are suggested to be implemented in
different time horizons (horizontal axis) and for different sea level rise scenarios (vertical axis).
Clusters with the same colour show measures that can be implemented in the same time horizon.
Adaptation strategies with darker shades are suitable for higher sea level rise scenarios. The
adaptation strategies should be implemented in a cumulative manner and are effective for longer time
frames.
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The map below presents the adaptation strategies that can be implemented to protect the Frisian
coast against 3 m sea level rise towards 2100. These adaptation strategies are also cumulative;
therefore, most adaptation measures are shown in the 3 m sea level rise scenario.
The location of the adaptation measures considers geographical features as well as cultural-historical
elements in the Frisian landscape.

The adaptation pathways in this research present measures for each sea level rise scenario. They thus
offer an answer to the uncertainty of future sea level rise. Adding cultural-historical elements in
coastal defence is a new idea. The extensive list of measures presented, form an addition to current
measures that are often limited to dikes. The map with the measures presents a strong visual aid to
communicate measures.
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1. Introduction
The Netherlands has a long tradition in coastal and flood management. This is reflected in culturalhistorical landmarks in the most northern part of the Dutch coastal landscape, the Wadden coast. In
order to protect the Wadden region from the projected sea level rise (SLR) until 2100 due to climate
change, it is important to rethink and explore flood adaptation strategies for a longer time horizon in
this region. In this context, the Waddenacademie has asked Wageningen University and Research
(WUR) for a study to explore climate change strategies for flood protection in the Dutch Wadden
region. The Waddenacademie “aims to furnish the scientific foundations for an economically and
ecologically responsible future in the Wadden Sea Region”, among other research and dissemination
tasks (Waddenacademie, 2019).

1.1 Problem definition
It is acknowledged that climate change will lead to long-term impacts on coastal areas. Recent
research on SLR has projected extreme scenarios for global SLR up to 1.72 m by 2100 (Vousdoukas et
al., 2018). New research is increasing attention on flood protection in vulnerable coastal regions
worldwide, as well as stressing the need for adaptation strategies for SLR and extreme floods. Among
this new research are the SLR scenarios focused on the Netherlands developed by Deltares. In this
research, extreme scenarios project an increase ranging from 2.0 m to 3.0 m by 2100 (Haasnoot et al.,
2018). SLR is not the only cause of an increase in flood risks, a projected increase in periodicity of
storm surges contributes to this risk as well (Gerkenmeier and Ratter, 2018). Higher projected flood
risk demands new solutions and strategies to cope with climate hazards.
SLR and flood management are already highly prioritized issues in the Netherlands. After a major flood
in 1953 the Delta Committee was established to propose new safety standards (Jorissen et al., 2016).
Afterwards, both funding and research on coastal and flood management have increased in the
country. Research is however still needed to find innovative ways to cope with the newly projected
SLR.
The Wadden region within the province of Fryslân is both a flood vulnerable region and biodiversity
hotspot in the country. If no action is undertaken, there is a great chance that the unique Wadden
Sea’s ecosystems will disappear due to drowning of habitats characterized by shallow sea depths.
Moreover, a large part of the Wadden region belongs to the 60 % of the Netherlands that is vulnerable
to flooding and thus faces the potential to be flooded; this chance will increase under SLR scenarios
(Haan, 2018; Haasnoot et al., 2018). Therefore, coastal management is a priority that could benefit
from innovative solutions. As a result of the Wadden region’s rich past in coastal management, a lot
of cultural- historical elements that used to protect the area against the sea are still visible in the
landscape. Examples of these elements are old dikes, mounds, old sluices, windmills and historical
buildings (Schroor, 2008; Frederiksen et al., 2012). To protect the cultural-historical heritage and reuse
it, some of these landscape features could be integrated in a new coastal protection plan.
Regional organizations in the Dutch Wadden region, such as the Waddenacademie, encourage to
explore innovative flood protection strategies that incorporate its unique environment and culturalhistoric rich past of water management. Flood protection strategies should therefore integrate human
development, biodiversity and a historic connection to water management in the Wadden region.
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Developing climate adaptation strategies building on cultural-historical landscape traits is a new and
innovative approach in the Netherlands.

1.2 Goals
Climate projections include both moderate and extreme SLR scenarios which range in extreme
scenarios from 2.0 to 3.0 m SLR by 2100 for the Netherlands according to Haasnoot et al. (2018). In
this context, the main aim of the project is to explore adaptation strategies, building on the region’s
historical and cultural elements in combination with ‘building with nature’ approach, to deal with a
SLR ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 m by 2100 in the Dutch Wadden coastal area. Additionally, the
commissioner’s explicit suggestion aimed at developing measures for a SLR of 2.5 m in the Wadden
region by 2100. Different geographical regions can be distinguished in the study area and each needs
its own approach. The adaptation strategies aim to overcome blueprint solutions, by exploring area
specific strategies. The results provide information for the Waddenacademie on possible flood
protection measures and adaptation strategies to place the topic on the political agenda.
To reach the above-mentioned goals and to meet the commissioner’s expectations, the adaptation
strategies aim to fulfil the following criteria:
● Consider cultural-historic sites of Fryslân and integrate them into flood defences for the
projected SLR.
● Ecosystems should be taken into account.
● Strategies should be durable, allowing for flexibility in the future and robustness under
extreme scenarios.
● Consider existing and innovative solutions for the expected SLR in the Wadden region.
● Explore potential adaptation pathways including flood protection strategies and measures.
The above-mentioned aims are all equally important and not in order of importance.

1.3 Boundaries and scope
This study aims at exploring adaptation strategies to cope with SLR for the coastal zone of the Wadden
Sea in Fryslân (Figure 1). Given time, budget and staff limitations, the aims and scope for this study
are clearly defined below.
The proposed coastal protection strategies consider adaptation strategies and no mitigation
strategies. On the one hand, this is a matter of definition: mitigation focuses on combating the cause
of SLR, i.e. mainly climate change and, in contrast, adaptation focuses on dealing with the
consequences, i.e. SLR itself (Schipper, 2006). On the other hand, the choice for adaptation measures
is also a matter of time. Adaptation tends to have a short-term focus while mitigation shows results
on longer time scales (Schipper, 2006). Considering the latter delay and failure to mitigate greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions until now, a confrontation with SLR and higher flood risk seems inevitable. Hence,
adaptation measures are priority in this report.
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Figure 1 Geographical map of the Frisian Wadden region and its location in the Wadden Sea area (provincie Fryslân, n.d.).

The explored strategies prioritize the Wadden region’s cultural-historic elements, including built
landscape elements, as well as geographical and ecological traits. Modern technological options are
considered to present a complete protected Frisian coast, although are not the main focus. The
number of adaptation options is defined based on available literature, their relevance to the study
and the commissioner’s preference.
The study is based on literature and cartographic research, as well as on discussions with local experts
and other researchers studying the area and field observations. Literature research is the main
information source and covers climate scenarios, specifically SLR projections and extreme coastal
flood events; coastal flood mitigation options; SLR adaptation options; variation in coastal morphology
and historic elements; and traits of Fryslân regarding coastal management. The flood prevention and
protection approach of the Netherlands is also considered, including the multi-layer protection
approach. Information is mainly retrieved from scientific and historical literature, climate models,
atlases and geographic information systems. A field trip was made and covered the whole Frisian
Wadden coast and focused on cultural and historic elements in Fryslân regarding strategies to cope
with SLR and flood management. Further, a colloquium to exchange thoughts about innovative coastal
protection options allowed to complement and verify proposed adaptation options. Although limited
in the number of field trips and discussions by time and budget, valuable information was gathered
contributing to the strategies explored in this report.
This research is characterized by a spatial approach and performs an analysis at a provincial scale. The
developed measures focus on a 10 km wide coastal zone at the Wadden Sea. However, measures are
flexible and creative. They thus can address adaptation actions farther inland, but only when they are
linked to an action on the coast. Further, even though the adaptation strategies target the coast, water
management in Fryslân is taken into account to ensure that water related interests align. Considering
SLR scenarios for 2100 and the commissioner’s preference, the time horizon for the adaptation
strategies is also set to 2100. This implies, however, that time spans for designing and building the
proposed strategies should be considered. Hence, adaptation pathways also include short- and
medium-term actions.
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1.4 Relevance
This research’s findings provide different out-of-the-box solutions regarding SLR in the Wadden area.
These strategies contribute to the Waddenacademie’s research in order to incentivize protecting the
Wadden region and its citizens. Moreover, the maps give an overview that is well suited for
communicating the different strategies to public and private stakeholders. Besides, the report’s
outputs can provide useful information for water boards. Furthermore, this report provides valuable
insights into a new dimension of flood control measures, through the inclusion of cultural-historical
elements. Finally, the strategies designed during this project might also be relevant for other countries
bordering the Wadden Sea, i.e. Denmark and Germany.
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2. Background
Cultural-historical elements in North Fryslân and the dynamic character of the Wadden Sea coast are
inherently connected to each other. Since the time humans have settled in the region, there are signs
of adaptation to coastal floods. Some of the earliest adaptations are still present in the landscape.

2.1 Wadden region
The Wadden Sea is the largest tidal shallow system worldwide, extending from northern Netherlands
into Germany and Denmark (Wadden Sea World Heritage, 2019). The region consists of barrier islands,
the mainland coast and a shallow tidal sea in between. The region is mainly shaped by erosion and
sedimentation. Most of the sediments are transported to the coast by the tides from the North Sea
basin. The Wadden Sea region is important due to the natural coastal dynamics, geological and
ecological value, as well as due to the historical human development. Therefore, the Dutch-German
Wadden Sea was listed as an UNESCO World Heritage landscape due to its uniqueness in 2009, the
Danish Wadden Sea followed in 2014 (Frederiksen, Enemark & Nuttall, 2012; Wadden Sea World
Heritage, 2019).
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2.2 Geography
The Frisian Wadden region (Figure 1) has a dynamic history since the last ice age. The islands, the sea
and the coastal land are shaped by changes in SLR that resulted in an equilibrium between SLR and
sedimentation by tidal movements (Bazelmans et al., 2012). The result of sedimentation processes
and the impact of humans on the province of Fryslân have resulted in a higher coastal zone in
comparison to the hinterland (Figure 2). The current soil types in the province show these
sedimentation processes; Figure 3 shows the current peat areas as well as other soil types. The peat
areas are often correlated with the lower lying areas, as can be seen in the elevation map (Figure 2).
Their lower elevation is due to, on the one hand, peat extraction for economic uses, and, on the other
hand, peat soil oxidation caused by artificial drainage of the area for agricultural use (Gambolati,
2006).

Figure 2 Elevation map of Fryslân and Wadden Islands.
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Figure 3 Soil map of the province of Fryslân and Wadden Islands.

2.3 Cultural-historical development
From 600 BC on, humans have built waterworks in the Wadden region that have lasted until today
(Bazelmans et al., 2012). Throughout the centuries, different adaptation strategies have been built to
influence the sea in Fryslân. These adaptation strategies have evolved and still develop with the needs
of the population and the challenges of the sea.
Due to high marine productivity and coastal dynamics, the area allowed human development and
prosperous settlements (Egberts & Schroor, 2018). Dwelling mounds are signs of early human activity
to adapt to sea level fluctuations and storms. This indicates that the coast was open and sea water
could flow into the land during high tide. The dwelling mounds allowed the inhabitants to thrive in the
region, but the land surface would still be impacted by tides and storms. Dikes were built to protect
arable land from floods as the population in the area grew and more land was needed (Miedema et
al., 1983). This growing population was the most important driving factor for the embankments and
was also responsible for the colonization of the peat-areas in the hinterland (M. Schroor, personal
communication, May 15, 2019). Peat areas were drained in the hinterland of the marshes and in the
western Wadden Sea between Texel and Harlingen, crossed by channels that - combined with a
change towards a warmer, wetter and stormier climate from 1170 onwards - led to peat’s
disappearance transforming land into sea (M. Schroor, personal communication, June 04, 2019).
Coastal erosion stimulated communities to cooperate. Cooperation during the high middle ages
resulted in early dike rings to protect the reclaimed salt marshes and the eroded coastal area (Rienks
et al., 1954). These dike rings were usually built when the acquired land reached a certain height
compared to the sea level (Schroor, 2018). Furthermore, some independent dike rings were connected
by a series of linked sea dikes. In this period the first offensive dikes were built to reclaim land from
the Wadden Sea (Bazelmans et al., 2012). The Frisian landscape changed over the centuries due to
both human interventions and natural dynamics. For instance, soil subsidence occurred in the
hinterland and made it difficult to manage land; natural drainage patterns were regulated to drain the
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subsided hinterland. Also, the aforementioned peatland’s erosion between Texel and Harlingen led to
more room for the sea. The principle of communicating vessels resulted in accretion elsewhere, e.g.
in the Middelzee silting up (Figure 4; blue circle indicates where the Middelzee was).

Figure 4 Fryslân, Groningen and Drenthe in the second half of the sixteenth century
(Guiccardini., 1633).

Figure 5 Topographical map of Fryslân in the last part of the seventeenth century (Schotanus Sterringa,
1665)
Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5 Topographical map of Fryslân in the last part of the seventeenth
century (Schotanus Sterringa, 1665).
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During the early modern age (from ca. 1450 to ca. 1750) agricultural and maritime innovations led to
hydraulic improvements in the Wadden region. Coastal defence was improved by heightening and
strengthening the dikes (Knottnerus, 2001), new polders were diked and new waterways were dug
(Figure 5).
Today, many of the historical adaptations to the sea are still visible in the landscape. Despite the
destruction of some mounds and dikes for economic purposes (Noorderbreedte, n.d.), they are still a
noticeable part of the Wadden coast. In addition, remnants of mounds and dikes also influence
stakeholder’s perspective on flood protection (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Example of a medieval dike at Dijkshoek: the house was built on the dike and well-preserved remnants can be seen
to its right and left.

2.4 Flood protection strategies
Current flood protection in the Frisian Wadden region consists of one sea dike. In the dike other water
regulation structures are embedded, such as pumping stations and locks that enable access to ports,
as well as providing drainage of inland excess water to the sea. In favourable places, salt marshes
formed in front of the dike, partially with human assistance (M. Schroor, personal communication,
April 19, 2019). These salt marshes can act as buffer during storm surges and protect the dike (Vink et
al., 2019). The coastal protection and flood risk analysis of the region is executed by water boards. The
water boards, together with the national governmental institutes responsible for flood protection,
present the flood protection strategies in the Delta Programme. The strategies target flood protection,
spatial adaptation and fresh water supply (Delta Programme, 2018).

2.5 Sea level rise
Since the last ice age, the sea level has risen due to the melting of the ice caps and thermal seawater
expansion. Since the 19th century the emission of GHG has increased. Climate models project that the
increase of GHG in the atmosphere will lead to global warming due to an enhanced greenhouse effect.
The earth’s warming may result in ice cap melting in Greenland and, more importantly, in Antarctica.
This melting increases the amount of water entering oceans, leading to SLR (IPCC, 2001; 2013). SLR
can pose severe problems to humans and nature in close proximity to the sea and especially in coastal
low-lying areas like the Wadden region. Therefore, an ensemble of SLR projections based on multiple
scenarios compiled by different climate models were developed. Due to the difficulty of estimating
future GHG emissions, the extent of projected SLR varies per model. In addition, SLR is not equally
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distributed around the earth and local processes such as subsidence can influence the effect of SLR on
a regional scale (Gornitz, 1995). Assessing the local impact of SLR research focussed on local or
regional levels is more relevant for decision making and adaptation.
Deltares, e.g., has conducted research on national scale in the report ‘Mogelijke gevolgen van
versnelde zeespiegelstijging’ (Haasnoot et al., 2018). The report combines new knowledge specifying
accelerated SLR due to melting of the Antarctic ice cap in projections by the Koninklijk Nederlands
Meteorologisch Instituut (KNMI) and the Dutch Delta Programme. The SLR projections for the
Netherlands indicate a clear difference of SLR after 2050 in comparison to previous research
(Haasnoot et al., 2018; Figure 7), demanding new flood protection measures. In addition, these
projections are assessed based on the potential impact the new SLR scenarios could have, with the
current policies in place, on the coast of the Netherlands, including the Wadden region (Haasnoot et
al., 2018). Another factor that locally adds to SLR is subsidence: during the last ice age, a forebulge
formed in the Wadden region as a reaction to the accumulating ice sheets on the Scandinavian plate.
Since the melting of these ice sheets, the Scandinavian plate is rising and the glacial forebulge is
subsiding due to isostasy (Vink et al., 2007). Further local impacts due to soil subsidence in Groningen
caused by gas extraction and fracking are mentioned only in a limited way in this report.
To illustrate the urgency of SLR impacts in Fryslân and the importance of cultural-historical elements
(dikes), Figure 7 shows the land that would be inundated in the absence of current dikes under SLR
scenarios (1.0, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 m of SLR). The land extent that would be flooded clearly indicates the
need to prevent flood risks and adapt to SLR.
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Figure 7 Flooded land under SLR scenarios for Fryslân and the Wadden islands in the absence of current dikes.
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3. Methodology
This section addresses key concepts to explore adaptation measures that incorporate culturalhistorical elements for future flood protection in the Dutch Wadden region in Fryslân. This study does
not focus on drivers of climate change, hence, no projections for climate change variables are
developed. The focus lies on the impacts of SLR -as an effect of climate change- and strategies to cope
with those impacts. The following section describes the concepts and frameworks related to risk,
multi-layer safety approach, adaptation and adaptation pathways. An overview of the project
methodology and team organization responsible for this report can be found in Annex A.

3.1 Risk concept
First, an operational definition of coastal floods is necessary to identify the hazard that could lead to
adverse consequences for human settlements and nature, if no measures are taken at the Frisian
coast. Cooley describes coastal floods as “inundation of coastal land above normal tide levels due to
storm surges or wave action” (2006: 104). In light of new research indicating accelerated SLR
(Haasnoot et al., 2018), new adaptation strategies need to be explored to reduce the risk of coastal
floods in the Wadden region in the future.
Risk has different meanings for different people, potentially leading to misunderstandings. Therefore,
this report uses the risk definition by Klijn et al. (2015) and Vergouwe (n.d.). They refer to risk as a
combination of the probability of flood defence failure and the consequences resulting from that
failure (Figure 8). This concept is applied in the Netherlands and used by Rijkwaterstaat, as e.g. dikes
are build based on the probability of the occurrence of exceptionally high-water levels; and as the
probability of these flood protection measures failing (Klijn et al. 2015; Vergouwe, n.d.). Following
from this definition, in this report risk refers to the probability of a coastal flood occurring due to flood
protection failure in the Wadden region and to the consequences potentially leading to economic
losses and fatalities.

Figure 8 Risk concept from Vergouwe (n.d.).

Flood risk can vary throughout a flood protection system due to differences in probability and
consequences of failure (Vergouwe, n.d.). The probability of failure of a flood protection system is
based on the water load that a measure can withstand (Vergouwe, n.d.). In the case of Fryslân, the
water load is expected to grow with increasing SLR; as not all measures can withstand the same water
load, the probability of failure differs. Furthermore, the concept of exposure (water depth and extent)
and vulnerability of people and their property when flood protection fails is encompassed in the
consequence’s aspect of this risk framework (Vergouwe, n.d.; Klijn et al., 2015). This is due to the fact
that exposure to and the vulnerability of the people towards floods, influence the calculation of
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consequences, e.g. fatalities and economic losses (Klijn et al., 2015). In Fryslân, exposure to SLR
increases due to climate change. In addition, vulnerability is also high. This is caused by a long coastline
and low-lying areas, as most of Fryslân is located below an elevation of 1.0 m (Figure 8; Vergouwe,
n.d.).
The concept of risk is used to better represent the effects that potential adaptation strategies have on
reducing both failure probability and consequences due to coastal floods in Fryslân. Some of the
proposed adaptation measures aim to reduce the probability of failure by strengthening and adding
to current flood protection measures, thereby increasing the water load they can withstand. In
addition, consequences will be reduced by decreasing exposure and vulnerability of citizens through
strategically placed measures that minimize fatalities and economic losses in case of a flood.
Therefore, the proposed measures reduce the overall flood risk in Fryslân.

3.2 Multi-layer safety approach
The concept of multi-layered safety approach was introduced in the Dutch National Water plan (2009
-2015) as meerlaagsveiligheid (Klijn et al., 2015). The concept was presented to ensure safety through
sustainable water management on the premise of three distinct layers focusing on different aspects
of flood safety (Figure 9):
1. Flood protection, reducing the probability
of a flood through prevention:
1.1. New dikes, ‘Deltadikes’
1.2. Reduce hydraulic pressure
1.3. ‘Building with Nature’
2. Sustainable spatial development, limiting
adverse effects of floods:
2.1. Adapting infrastructure and buildings
2.2. Evacuation routes
3. Disaster management, through preparedness
and response (Klijn et al., 2015):
3.1. Improve disaster management
3.2. Improve information and education of citizens
3.3. Provide shelters and evacuation plans
Figure 9 The multi-layered safety

The multi-layer approach emphasizes the importance of several approach (Van der Most et al., 2017).
phases of disaster risk management: prevention, preparedness
and response (Van der Most et al., 2017). This also correlates to the risk approach mentioned above,
as the first layer increases prevention, reduces the probability of flood protection failure and thus
reduces flood risk. The second layer guarantees that, in case of a flood, adverse effects are reduced,
which links to the consequence’s aspect of the risk approach. Consequently, improving spatial
development and improved evacuation routes reduce fatalities and economic losses. The third layer
corresponds to preparedness and response. It reduces consequences through strategically placed
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shelters and improved disaster management. This depicts the relevance of the multi-layered approach
corresponding to several disaster management phases, as the probability and consequences of flood
protection failure are reduced, thereby decreasing the overall flood risk.
In addition, measures can be combined in effective ways to augment functional synergies and reduce
risk, which is important in a dynamic coast, such as the Wadden region. Also, since space at the coast
is limited, measures that combine several benefits, potentially allowing to save space, are valuable
(Goussard & Ducrocq, 2017). The multi-layer approach guides the development of adaptation
pathways in this report on the Wadden coast in Fryslân by combining adaptation measures in time
and space.

3.3 Adaptation measures
To date, there is no consensus on the definition of adaptation to climate change. Therefore, some
definitions are provided here to clarify the perspective taken in this report. The concept has been
deeply debated (Schipper, 2006) and two main adaptation perspectives can be distinguished (Dupuis
& Biesbroek, 2013). One of the first definitions of adaptation policies have been mentioned in the
early 1990s as the “adoption of strategies needed to minimize damage and cope with the climate
changes, and rising sea level” (Schipper, 2006: 98).
It was, however, in the 2000s that more robust understandings of adaptation evolved. First, the
“Climate Change Adaptation perspective” was developed. Under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change’s (UNFCCC) understanding of adaptation, the vulnerability of natural
and human systems is caused by climate change impacts, because climate change is a process caused
by anthropogenic action (Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013). Thus, adaptation here targets both natural and
anthropogenic climate change impacts. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) does
not distinguish adaptation to natural variability or anthropogenic climate change, and defines
adaptation as a process that aims to reduce harm provoked by “actual or expected climatic stimuli or
their effects’’ (IPCC, 2001: 365; in Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013: 1479). Adaptation actions are defined as
a proactive and deliberate activity taken in response or to anticipate adverse effects of climate change.
Further discussions distinguish between planned or autonomous adaptation. The “Climate Change
Adaptation perspective” is used for this report.
In the Frisian case, adaptation has long been understood as “living with water” (M. Schroor, personal
communication, May 15, 2019). With such an underlying ideology, people were continuously adapting
to the situation, e.g. managing the coastline and the polders, among others. Their adaptation thus
consisted, in adjustments in the physical and/or social systems to cope with the changing situations.
In the context of climate change, adaptation can be framed as coping with ongoing or expected
impacts of SLR. Further discussions distinguish between planned or autonomous adaptation.
Second, there is the “Vulnerability Centered Adaptation” (Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013). It responds to
the IPCC’s focus on climate, arguing that other social, environmental and economic factors can create
vulnerability, and that adaptation is a short-term and continued response of societies to their
contexts. This perspective recognizes that many livelihood problems today are not only related to
climate change and raises awareness on discussions about resource distribution, equity and justice
(Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013). In this context, vulnerability centered adaptation has been mostly related
to the needs of developing countries to adapt (Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013). As has been noted above,
adaptive capacity in Fryslân is high and the province does not struggle with urgent problems regarding
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health or education, among other issues that developing countries do face. Therefore, the
vulnerability centered perspective on adaptation is no longer discussed in this report.

3.4 Adaptive pathways
The adaptation pathways were proposed as an approach for decision making under deep uncertainty
and are already in practice in the Netherlands to integrate adaptation into policies and planning
(Haasnoot et al., 2012, 2018; Werners et al., 2013). An adaptation pathway can be expressed as a
roadmap that shows possible future developments of the natural and/or social systems with a time
horizon. It also shows when a particular policy reaches a “sell-by-date” and alternative policies should
be taken. The adaptation pathways approach shows possible developments and decision points;
hence it is helpful to identify development opportunities, timing of events and policy options
(Haasnoot et al., 2012).
The first step for building pathways into the future is to define scenarios for development, i.e. images
of how the future may look like. Scenarios can represent climate change or economic development,
among other drivers. Pathways are more robust when both are considered (Haasnoot et al., 2012;
Werners et al., 2013). Also, the need to include natural variability and time horizons into planning has
been highlighted. Second, a threshold for biophysical systems should be identified where a point in
time is reached, where threats to human society and sustainability can occur. This threshold defines
when a new policy should be considered (Werners et al., 2013). The estimation of the threshold and
the timing is important, e.g. for designing dikes and for combining adaptation measures. The time
dimension is a critical aspect in adaptation pathways.
The critical threshold, in other words, expresses conditions where climate change makes current
policy unattainable or where it renders undesirable conditions for society (Werners et al., 2013). When
an adaptation turning point is met, there is a need to change current management and a different
measure should be considered (Figure 10; Haasnoot et al., 2018). The adaptation pathways approach
allows to represent those thresholds in time and according to the scenarios defined. A metro map
type is a common visualization (Haasnoot et al., 2012), although a time-span with boxes can also be
used (Haasnoot et al., 2018; Annex B).
The time- and scenario-bound representation of the adaptation pathways allows for a flexible
planning method, where measures can be progressively planned according to change. Furthermore,
the method identifies the robust strategies, i.e. measures that perform well under wide variety of
futures. To put an example, Haasnoot et al. (2012) have found that more robust strategies among
flood mitigation actions are raising dikes, combining dikes with “room for the river” measures and
combining flood mitigation with damage mitigation. Finally, the approach and visualization allow for
a salient and credible dialogue between researcher and policy makers (Werners et al., 2013).
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Figure 10 Example: Design of adaptation pathways based on scenarios and decision making (Haasnoot et al., 2018: 16).
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4. Adaptation measures
This chapter proposes adaptation measures for the Wadden region of Fryslân to deal with the
projected SLR by the year 2100. First, a list of different adaptation measures including a short
description of each measure is given. This is followed by a classification of the proposed adaptation
measures.

4.1 Adaptation measures
Several adaptation measures that could potentially be beneficial to deal with SLR in the Wadden
region are listed in Table 1. The measures were identified based on an extensive literature review, a
field visit and expert judgement. The initial list of measures was revised in a brainstorming session to
filter the most suitable ones. All the below mentioned measures are included in the final strategy for
flood protection.

Table 1 Description of selected adaptation measures.

Measure

Description

Contingency
measures

Contingency measures comprise the development and communication of
emergency plans. These plans can be developed systematically by the
municipalities and may contain many of the adaptation measures described in
this table below, especially regarding the multi-layer approach.

(Dutch: noodmaatregelen)
In the unfortunate event of a flood, a major measure is to prepare and build
proper evacuation routes. Possible bottlenecks in evacuation routes are the
aqueducts as these will get submerged first in the case of a flood, greatly
hampering the evacuation process. Other measures are strategic mounds for
prioritized infrastructure and public services, such as hospitals.
Estuaries + Dike
gates

(Dutch: estuaria +
coupers, Frisian:
dykgatten)

Historically, dike gates were used in inland dikes by farmers to go easily from
polder to polder. If these dikes were needed, e.g. with high tides or storms, they
were filled with sand and clay making use of a system with wooden beams (M.
Schroor, personal communication, April 19, 2019; Schroor, 2018; Figure 11).

Here, the idea is reinvented by introducing dike gates in sea dikes and combine
them with artificially created estuaries. Artificial estuaries reintroduce the
natural process of sedimentation in the area which will raise the land and
increase fertility (Neilson & Cronin, 1982; Oosterlee et al., 2018). Moreover, in
case of extreme storm weather, flooding can be delayed by closing the dike
gates. Dike gates have a similar effect to let in natural, but controlled, sea
sedimentation. In the classification below (Table 3), estuaries and dike gates are
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seen as two different adaptation measures since they classify in different
categories.
Floating/ Elevated
houses and
buildings (Dutch:
drijvende/
verhoogde huizen
en andere
gebouwen)

Currently floating houses are already implemented, but not widely (Skjold, 2003).
If houses are able to float, the damage during floods will be minimal. In addition,
floating houses can be combined with summer polders, so that the use of space
is maximized.

Fortress mound

Fryslân has an old cultural tradition of building mounds, which is currently not
practised anymore. The fortress mound reintroduces the practice of mound
construction again at large scale as an emergency aid center in case of a
catastrophe. The fortress mound will be large enough to serve as a regional
refuge in case of a flood disaster. Moreover, this safe haven can be used to store
important cultural-historical artifacts and documents in an archive. Building the
fortress mound surrounded by dikes can also be combined with other measures,
such as urban archaeology.

(Dutch: vestingterp)

Groins

(Dutch:
golfbrekers)

An alternative to costly floating houses is to build houses on sticks and poles, so
that an eventual small flood or tides could pass below and not affect
infrastructure.

Groins are already used since the 16th century on the Frisian coast for coastal
protection and to increase sedimentation (Joan, 1997; M. Schroor, personal
communication, April 19, 2019; Figure 12). They slow down and dampen the
currents while keeping these currents away from the shore (CPSL, 2005).
Continuation of this practise is essential in coping with the current projections
for the SLR and especially for storm surges.

Ecosystem-based groins, e.g. from willow fascines (Dutch: rijswerken van
wilgentenen) can also be used. According to Oxford Dictionary, fascines refer to
wood bundles or similar materials used to enforce terrains, such as
embankments, ditches or marshes. Willow fascines can be used in initial stages
of developing marshland next to enhancing sedimentation and decreasing wave
energy (CPSL, 2005).
Heightening and
broadening dikes

(Dutch: ophogen
en verbreden van
dijken)

Dikes in the Wadden Sea Region are both historical and key landscape features.
Reinforcing them is essential, which is already done by the Water Boards
together with Rijkswaterstaat (Haan, 2018; Vergouwe, n.d.). However, it could
be beneficial to explore the cultural-historical sites in the area, as there are many
old dike remnants. Old dikes are mainly used as roads today, as well as grazing
area for sheep or to protect houses from the wind (personal observations, April
19, 2019). Reinforcing the old sea dikes could be beneficial to create multiple
dike rings between the sea and the hinterland. Dikes can be made multi-
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functional, e.g. for recreational and economic purposes (Loon-Steensma &
Vellinga, 2014).
New lake

(Dutch: nieuwe
meren)

Creation of a new lake will increase storage capacity for fresh water in the area
and could be used for recreational purposes. The water storage in lakes (in a
limited way also in rotation polders) may be an additional asset in the future:
summers are projected to become drier and lakes could be used for agriculture
or other uses (M. Schroor, personal communication, June 04, 2019; IPCC, 2013).
In the long run, the lake will develop peat, which is indigenous in the area, hereby
elevating the land. Moreover, the lakes will increase the water level in the
surrounding area, thereby reducing soil subsidence due to decreased oxidation
of peatland (M. Schroor, personal communication, June 04, 2019). In addition,
new lakes are proposed for geographical depressions or in locations that were
historically covered by water.

Mounds

(Dutch: terpen)

Oyster reefs

(Dutch:
oesterriffen)
Raised roads

(Dutch: ophogen
wegen)
Rotation polders

(Dutch:
wisselpolders)
Salt marshes

Mounds are an old Frisian tradition. Reintroducing this practise will ensure safety
for the people living on the mound in case of flooding. As this reintroduction
could be less optimal for existing infrastructure, mounds should be prioritized for
essential buildings, e.g. shelter for vulnerable people, hospitals, schools, elderly
homes, governmental and historical archives, firemen departments and police
stations. This would also align with the multi-layer approach to safety.
There is a positive feedback between sedimentation and oyster reefs. Oyster
reefs have the benefit of reducing wave power and increase sedimentation,
while sedimentation in turn stimulates oyster growth (Cheong et al., 2013).
Oysters are indigenous to the area, thus introduction of oysters as an adaptation
measure could be fruitful. It could be economically attractive if the excess oysters
from the reef are sold as a delicacy.
Raised roads form an obstruction for the water in case of floods, delaying the
water movement. Therefore, raising the roads in important areas decreases the
susceptibility to floods and allows people to evacuate in case of an emergency.
By combining raised roads to mounds, a key solution according to the multi-layer
approach is developed.
Rotation polders are polders that are cyclical inundated for a longer period of
time (5- 10 years) to elevate low-lying land through sedimentation (de Mesel et
al., n.d.). Moreover, the land’s quality improves through this measure (de Mesel
et al., n.d.).

Salt marshes have shown great potential in reducing wave energy which
decreases the pressure during storm events on dikes (Vink et al., 2019; Cheong
et al., 2013; van Loon- Steensma, 2015). Note that salt marshes can only occur in
coastal regions where sedimentation is a dominant process. Therefore, salt
marsh growth can only be stimulated in the North-eastern area of the Frisian
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(Dutch: zoutwater coast. Also, according to historical sources, the presence of a salt marsh in front
moerassen)
of a dike was deemed essential for the well-functioning dike (M. Schroor,
personal communication, April 19, 2019).
Strategic mound
connection by
dikes

Connecting old mounds with new proposed mounds, to form a dike, could be
beneficial, especially in combination with the above suggested dike rings (Figure
13).

(Dutch:
strategische terp
verbindingen)
Substitute
aqueducts

Aqueducts are major bottlenecks in the evacuation of an area. Contingency
measures should target the adjustment of aqueducts or stopping building new
ones.

(Dutch:
vervangen van
aquaducten)
Summer polders

(Dutch:
zomerpolders)

It used to be a common practise to inundate lower marsh and peat meadowlands in the winter months in Fryslân (M. Schroor, personal communication, April
19, 2019; Schroor, 2018). Reintroducing summer polders would greatly increase
the water storage capacity of an area in times when there is excess water, mainly
in winter. In areas where dairy farming is dominant, this practise would be
especially beneficial as during the winter most of the land is not used. Moreover,
the financial loss experienced by farmers caused by this inundation could be
compensated by diversifying their income with temporary aquaculture on the
inundated lands.

Finally, the practise of summer polders was mainly used in the hinterland where
the polders were inundated by fresh water (J. van Loon-Steensma, personal
communication, May 17, 2019). In contrast, in the coastal area the land could be
inundated with salt water due to the proximity of the sea.
Urban
archaeology

(Dutch: stads-

During (de)construction of (new) buildings waste material could be used to
fortify dikes, mounds and groins. Especially in the case of demolition of urban
buildings and infrastructure, waste material could be recycled into adaptation
measures. The materials should be, however, analysed to maximize recycling and
to ensure that no dangerous materials are used in building new infrastructure.

archeologie)
Willow buffer

In the tropics it is a common practise to accelerate sedimentation to stimulate
mangrove growth. Mangrove forests reduce wave power; thus, they are also an
excellent coastal defence strategy (Cheong et al., 2013). This idea is recycled here
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(Dutch:
wilgenbuffer)

by using willow forests as a buffer zone between the salt marshes and the
coastline (Figure 14). The willow buffer can, in case of extreme storm events,
reduce the wave power and reduce the risk of dike breaching, analogous to the
functions of tropical mangroves. In addition, willow branches can also be used to
produce ecosystem-based groins, hereby benefitting in two ways. Besides,
ecosystem-based solutions have other benefits for biodiversity, recreation, etc.

Figure 11 Example of dike gate near Anjum.

Figure 12 Example of a groin to protect the Wadden coast near Westhoek.
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Figure 14 Schematic representation of the effect of willow buffers.

The maps and the adaptive pathways (see further) explicitly suggest and spatially visualize the
adaptation measures in Table 1. Some measures are needed throughout the whole coastal area, such
as sand supplementation. This measure is widely used to ensure the natural flood protection
characteristic of beaches and dunes (Stronkhorst et al., 2018). Currently, sand is supplemented to the
Wadden Sea to keep the land high enough to sustain the present ecosystem. In the future, an increase
in supplementation will be needed to prevent the ecosystem’s drowning (Haan, 2018). Sand supply is
a prioritized measure for most Dutch coasts regarding SLR scenarios (Haasnoot et al., 2018), but there
is uncertainty in the amount of sand that can be supplied in the future (R. Marijnissen, personal
communication, June 3, 2019).

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 14 Schematic representation of the effect of willow buffers.
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Another essential measure over the whole Frisian coast are water pumps. With SLR, the amount of
excess water that can be naturally drained during low tide will decrease. Therefore, more water pumps
need to be installed to artificially drain the land (M. Schroor, personal communication, May 17, 2019).
Water pumps are associated with and can be placed next to dike gates, polders or new lakes. Historical
windmills and other drainage sites can be used to this end.

4.2 Classification of adaptation measures
The adaptation measures in the aforementioned section are divided into several categories to allow
the reader to look through a certain ‘lens’. The categories are discussed in Table 2, including a
description of the category and the applied sub-categories.
The classification was defined directly after identifying and selecting the adaptation measures. A
brainstorm session allowed to put many possible classification criteria on the table, which helps to
analyse the measures under the perspectives of different purposes and stakeholders. The selected
classification criteria follow the focus of this report, such as SLR, out-of-the-box solutions, culturalhistorical elements, and the Frisian Wadden coast; and help to prioritize the implementation of the
measures (by aspects such as time frame, low-regret strategies or ecosystem-based solutions). After
selecting the criteria, categories within them were developed and afterwards the measures were
classified. Literature sources and expert knowledge were used to achieve this task.
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Table 2 Description of classification.

Classification

Description

Area

In what area can the adaptation measure be applied. The study area is divided in three
different zones:
1. Wadden Sea: the sea in between the Wadden islands and the mainland,
2. Coast: land area south of the Wadden sea 10 km inland,
3. Hinterland: mainland in Fryslân behind the 10 km coastal area.

Box-solutions

This innovative classification refers to adaptation measures that derive from old
traditions, current technologies or innovative solutions. Some adaptation measures
are already applied. Non applied adaptation measures could be either very new ideas
or recovered old practices. Following this idea, three different “boxes” are proposed:
1. Attic Box: recovering and adjusting traditional measures (Metaphor: The old
box you find when clearing the attic with occasionally useful stuff in it).
2. Out-Of-The-Box: new and innovative adaptation measures, either based on
cultural elements or technology.
3. Recycle Box: measures currently used and may be implemented again.

Ecosystembased
solutions

Ecosystem-based solutions take ecosystems and natural processes into account and
use them for a certain development-related benefit. This classification distinguishes:
1. Ecosystem-based solutions: such as ecosystem-based adaptation, building with
nature approaches, for example “room for the river”.
2. Grey infrastructure: refers to non-ecosystem-based solutions, mainly built
solutions. Institutional or policy measures might be included for simplification
purposes.

‘No-regret
strategies’

Three distinctions have been made in this classification:
1. No-Regret: “practices that are beneficial even in the absence of climate
change” (Goussard & Ducrocq, 2017: 154).
2. Low-Regret: strategies that involve some costs and have less benefits; in
absence those would be a cost for society.
3. High-Regret: strategies have high costs and no additional benefits besides the
purpose to which they have been designed.

Preparation
time

This classification states the time needed for changing policies, construction time, etc.
in order to implement a measure. It distinguishes three periods:
1. 1-3 years,

2. 3-20 years,

3. 20+ years.
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Culturalhistorical
elements

Adaptation measures based on cultural-historical elements refer to either old
practices that are reintroduced or make use of cultural-historical sites. This
classification stated if the cultural-historical elements are:
1. Included,

Sea level rise

2. Not included.

This classification aims to indicate in which sea level projection what adaptation
measure should be introduced. It has three scenarios:
1. +1 m SLR,

2. +2 m SLR,

3. +2.5 m SLR,

4. +3 m SLR.

All proposed adaptation measures are classified according to the identified categories (Annex C). The
most relevant categories for this report are: box-solutions, cultural-historical and preparation time.
An overview of the most relevant adaptation measures based on these two criteria, together with the
time horizon consideration, can be found in Table 3.
Table 3 Most relevant classification criteria applied to adaptation measures.

Note that for strategic mound connection and heightening and broadening dikes, the preparation time
for a whole dike ring is considered.
A first classification of the Fryslân province and study area is shown in Figure 15. The study area has
been classified in North Sea, coast and hinterland. The coastal area has been extended to include the
Wadden islands and sea-land dynamics. The border between coast and hinterland, which oscillates
between 8 and 12 km from the coastline, has been based on administrative boundaries of the coastal
municipalities, including two coastal neighbourhoods at the east of the Afsluitdijk. This delimitation is
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founded in the assumption that the implementation of adaptation measures will be undertaken by
local stakeholders. Municipalities and public stakeholders can be easily addressed by political
boundaries in order to increase the feasibility and organization to implement the measures, as well as
to allocate resources.
This section will include maps of the study area showing the proposed and classified adaptation
measures. Measures including cultural-historical elements and out-of-the-box solutions are
prioritized, as well as coastal measures and distinguishing among SLR scenarios. The relationships
between the proposed adaptation measures and reduced vulnerability, and how the measures are
integrated in the multi-layered safety approach will be explained.
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Figure 15 Classification of the study area in Fryslân.
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5. Adaptation pathways
One of the project’s objectives consists in exploring potential adaptation pathways including flood
protection strategies. In order to do so, first, the SLR scenarios were defined, and second, adaptation
measures were integrated into the pathways according to the scenarios, time horizon and their
effectiveness achieving SLR protection. This chapter presents the corresponding results.

5.1 SLR scenarios
The commissioner explicitly suggested to explore measures targeting a SLR of 2.5 m in the Wadden
region by 2100. Adding this scenario to the literature-based scenarios from Haasnoot et al. (2018), the
SLR scenarios towards 2100 for which adaptation measures are explored here comprise: 1.0 m, 2.0 m,
2.5 m and 3.0 m (Figure 16).
This broader SLR consideration follows the precautionary principle and ethical issues. Since more
information is available, it is the team’s duty to integrate scientific information to give a better advice.
Furthermore, the project seeks to align the measures for the Wadden with the scenarios specifically
developed for the Netherlands by Deltares, as well as newly developed scenarios for an accelerated
SLR, published in 2018.
As can be seen, the 2.5 m scenario falls close to an accelerated and high-end SLR projection according
to the IPCC’s Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5. The selected SLR scenarios, hence,
incorporate projections with a high uncertainty range. Uncertainties are addressed in the discussion
chapter.
The scenarios indicate that SLR will not exceed 0.5 m before 2050. Current adaptation and flood
protection policies are sufficient to cope with a 0.5 m increase, as well as with storm surges associated
with that increase (Haasnoot et al., 2018). SLR scenarios are expected to diverge between 2040 and
2060 (Figure 16); hence observations in that time period must point out to which SLR projection
policies must be prepared. Therefore, the time before 2040 or up to 2050 is the “time to act”: gather
information, adequate policies and prepare for upcoming SLR. This is also in line with the Dutch
approach of proactive protection (Vergouwe, n.d.). In this period, implementing no-regret and lowregret adaptation strategies are suggested, as well as ecosystem-based solutions for flood protection.
Between ca. 2060 and 2080, it is the time to prepare for actual SLR towards the end of the century,
once a SLR projection is assessed as most likely or new research is available. Different adaptation
measures may be needed for SLR scenarios higher than 2.0 m.
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Figure 16 Accelerated SLR scenarios compared to Delta scenarios for the Netherlands (adjusted from Haasnoot et al., 2018:
10). The thick black line shows the 2.5 m SLR, as explicitly required for this report.

5.2 Adaptation pathways
The visualization scheme for the adaptation pathways presents them per SLR scenario (vertical axis)
and per time horizon (horizontal axis) (Figure 17). Measures that are out-of-the-box solutions and that
include cultural-historical elements, as is the aim of this report, are highlighted with symbols. Also,
measures that are effective for storm surge protection and may combat soil subsidence are indicated
with symbols. Storm surges and soil subsidence are not central in this report, but have been included
in the pathways since they are relevant for future flood protection in Friesland. Hence, their inclusion
in the pathways aims to provide final users with more information to plan for future flood protection.
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The adaptive pathways allow to display and analyse the measures according to: (1) SLR scenarios; (2)
timing; (3) highlighted characteristics; and (4) their correspondence with the multi-layer approach for
flood security.
First, the pathways show which cluster of adaptation measures may be effective for different SLR
scenarios. Some adaptation measures are effective for several SLR scenarios, especially in the short
term, since SLR projections do not yet diverge. Mostly ecosystem-based solutions are proposed for
SLR of 1.0 m, which comprise oyster reefs, salt marshes, willow buffers and estuaries for
sedimentation. Contingency measures are also proposed; they may comprise evacuation plans and
educational activities that refer to the modified landscape elements. It can be noted that here, the
focus lies on measures that tackle storm surges too. Once implemented, measures for SLR of 1.0 m
should be continued in time with periodical adjustments, as might be the case for groins and
contingency plans.
After 2050, SLR scenarios diverge. For a SLR of 2.0 m, proposed measures comprise heightening and
broadening dikes and creating dike rings (one or two rings according to time periods), rotation polders,
creating mounds and strategically connecting them via more mounds and dikes. These measures are
based mostly on grey infrastructure and cultural-historical elements. The infrastructure should be
reinforced in time depending how SLR evolves.
In order to prepare for a SLR of 2.5 and 3.0 m, a wider range of measures is proposed. In addition to
measures considered before, summer polders, raised roads, floating or elevated houses and additional
dike rings are proposed. For the more extreme scenarios towards the end of the century, even new
lakes and a fortress mound are suggested, together with further reinforcing infrastructure.
Second, Figure 17 allows to analyse the time needed to implement the measures and the time horizon
for which they are effective according to the scenarios. Long-lived measures, i.e. that can potentially
be extended to the end of the century, are ecosystem-based solutions and landscape modifications
(such as polders, new lakes, dike gates, mounds and dikes). However, this means that they will need
continuous monitoring, evaluation and adjustments to cope with future SLR or other situations,
especially in the case of SLR of 2.5 and 3.0 m.
The preparation time for different measures also differs. Oyster reefs, marshes and willow trees, for
example, take time to grow and catch sediments. Also, estuaries and new lakes require time to fill and
retain sediments. Building mounds, connecting them and extending dike rings also require huge
preparation, both considering the need to adjust policies and to build them. Measures such as floating
houses and using urban archaeology to recover materials for building the mounds may take less time,
however, policies need to be modified to allow their implementation.
Third, measures according to their characteristics or risk considerations are highlighted. Only two
measures include both out-of-the-box solutions and cultural-historical elements: dike gates and
strategic mound connections. Both measures are suggested for medium and long-time horizons and
for SLR above 2.0 m. Further out-of-the-box solutions comprise oyster reefs, willow buffers, estuaries,
floating houses and new lakes. They are suggested for short and medium time horizons and for all
analysed SLR scenarios. Measures that integrate cultural-historical aspects comprise salt marshes,
summer polders, heightening and broadening dikes as well as building and connecting mounds. These
measures are considered for all SLR scenarios and time frames.
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Effective measures against storm surges are predominantly advised for the short-term for all SLR
scenarios and are located in the coastal zone. They comprise developing contingency measures, oyster
reefs, salt marshes, willow buffers, floating houses, dikes and the fortress mound. For higher SLR
scenarios, measures such as further heightening dikes and the fortress mound are proposed.
Regarding soil subsidence, measures than can be effective are those addressing sedimentation and
increasing land elevation at the coast and in the hinterland. They comprise oyster reefs, salt marshes,
summer and rotation polders, estuaries and new lakes. Since these measures take time to function
against subsidence, they are suggested for the short- and medium-term.
All in all, the adaptation measures with most highlighted characteristics as mentioned above comprise
oyster reefs, salt marshes and combining dike gates with estuaries. No-regret and low-regret
measures are mostly ecosystem-based solutions and have co-benefits for security, biodiversity and
economic uses (oyster reefs, willow buffers, salt marshes and dikes). Therefore, the latter measures
are suggested to have an early implementation. Another interesting low-regret measure is urban
archaeology.
The measures are linked to the multi-layer approach for flood protection. Measures that reduce flood
probability (first layer) comprise dikes. Marshes generate an important synergy for reducing hydraulic
pressure on the dikes by enhancing sedimentation. Ecosystem-based solutions, as mentioned before,
also enhance flood protection. These measures linked to reducing flood probability are suggested to
be implemented in the short-term and for al SLR scenarios. Measures that limit adverse effects of
floods (second layer) encompass raised roads, floating houses and substituting aqueducts in order to
adapt infrastructure, as well as developing contingency measures coupled to raising roads, strategic
mound connection and a fortress mound. These measures are planned for the medium-term and SLR
above 2.0 m. Measures that address preparedness and response (Klijn et al., 2015) are represented
by contingency plans and the fortress mound. These results are in line with Haasnoot et al. (2012)
findings on the most effective measures and combinations of them for flood protection.
Finally, some advantages and disadvantages of the adaptation pathways can be mentioned. The
measures are strategically arranged in time and per scenario, indicating when to start planning and
implementing them according to SLR; it is shown how measures are combined among them; the
results are presented on a visually attractive manner, which is valuable to communicate to different
stakeholders (Werners et al., 2013). For stakeholders responsible for flood management and
eventually implementing the adaptive pathways approach, there is a need to locally monitor SLR to
define which measures will be needed. A drawback consists that the adaptation pathways, as shown
here, do not show the measures in space. It was mentioned before that the adaptation measures may
be relevant for the Frisian coast or the hinterland and that their distribution in the landscape is
heterogeneous. Given the major importance of the spatial aspect, the following maps show the
geographical differences and suggested location for the proposed adaptation measures for flood
protection (Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20, for location specific maps Annex D, Annex E, and Annex
F).
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The adaptation measures for a SLR of 1.0 m are proposed mainly for the coastal area (Figure 18). It is
considered that current sea dikes can cope with a SLR of 1.0 m, thus no major infrastructure
modifications may be needed. In the west part of Fryslân the sea currents are stronger than to the
north-east, hence, different measures are advised. For the west, oyster reefs combined with groins
are proposed to attract sediments and to reduce the waves’ impact on the shore. Three dike gates
with estuaries inland can also be analysed to allow some water and sediment inland. The most eastern
estuary corresponds to the project ‘Holwerd aan Zee’, which is currently in development (Holwerd
aan Zee, 2019). The Wadden islands on the north-east protect the shore, so that a larger
sedimentation area is available and salt marshes can grow better. For this area, a willow buffer can be
placed between land (dikes) and the marshes to reaffirm sediment and protect against storms. A
smaller estuary is also proposed. Additionally, measures to adjust or substitute aqueducts inland are
advised, since they present serious risk in case of emergency.
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In addition to measures for the 1.0 m SLR scenario, grey infrastructure and different types of dikes are
advised to cope with 2.0 m SLR (Figure 19). Current sea dikes and old medieval dikes may be
heightened and reinforced. Also, a strategic connection between present mounds can create an
additional defence row parallel to the shore. This creates between two and three rows of defences for
flood protection. In the middle coastal sector, rotation polders can allow to store water and increase
resilience towards floods, as is the case in the hinterland with the summer polders. They are placed in
areas with lower elevation.
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In order to prepare for a SLR of 2.5 and 3.0 m, additional measures are considered (Figure 20). First,
sea and inner dikes can be heightened and broadened. Second, roads and railroads can be raised to
created more barriers for floods and to allow for safer evacuation. Third, additional mounds and even
a fortress mound (located in an area already surrounded by dikes) allow to protect infrastructure and
to create safe spaces. Fourth, storing more water inland is proposed by extending the Lauwersmeer
and with two additional new lakes. The latter measure follows the ideology of living with water.
All in all, the maps for all scenarios show that defences and adaptation measures follow a parallel
pattern to the coast. An emphasis on integrating current landscape elements and infrastructure can
also be seen, such as connecting mounds with dike rings, and roads with dikes and cities. The
adaptation measures aim to both protect and make advantage of current landscape elements by
highlighting their role in flood protection and living with water in Fryslân.
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The proposed dikes are multifunctional dikes, as indicated by the cars and sheep in Figure 21.
Moreover, the transect illustrates the application of the multilayer approach (Figure 21). The flood
probability is reduced by the oyster reef, the salt marsh, the willow buffer, summer polder, rotation
polder and the sea dike. Damages done by flood are reduced by delaying the flood event due to the
reactivated old dike, the connected mounds and the raised roads. Finally, in case of a disaster,
evacuation is facilitated by the multifunctionality of the dikes.
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6. Discussion
The research and results are evaluated in this section focusing on five aspects: relation to other
studies, the incorporation of cultural-historical elements, the adaptation pathways approach, dealing
with SLR uncertainty, and the added value of classification of adaptation measures.
Relation to other studies
The proposed adaptation measures and pathways were compared to several studies, such as the
“Deltaprogramma 2015, Werk aan de delta” and the Deltares report (Rijksoverheid, 2014; Haasnoot
et al., 2018). The Deltaprogramme 2015 focuses on the Wadden Sea, the barrier islands, and a narrow
stretch of the Frisian coast (Rijksoverheid, 2014). In comparison, the Calidris research has proposed
several adaptation measures that focus on the coastal area and extend further inland, allowing for a
more holistic approach to water management in the province of Fryslân. By proposing adaptation
measures that consider historical land uses and allow future water storage inland, the Calidris research
helps to address the debate on the subsiding peat-meadow lands in relation to the coast in the Frisian
hinterland. A spatial approach that distinguishes coast and hinterland as used here proves to be more
integrated and relevant to address flood protection and adaptation to SLR in Fryslân. Furthermore,
the multi-layered safety approach is applied in a more integrated manner here than in the
Deltaprogramma 2015. Moreover, here it is suggested to adjust or stop building aqueducts in the
region, since they pose serious threats in case of disaster and evacuation. This is not yet considered in
other reports.
Both the Deltaprogramma and this report propose adaptation strategies that focus on strengthening
and enhancing dikes, including green, multi-functional, and overtopping resistant dikes (Rijksoverheid,
2014; Haasnoot et al., 2018). However, dikes only depict a limited variety of possible adaptation
measures to deal with future SLR. This research lists a multitude of possible adaptation opportunities
ensuring that location specific values and natural elements are taken into account. This is achieved by
adaptation measures that include cultural-historical elements and ecosystem-based solutions.
Moreover, this research not only considers cultural-historical values, but also builds on local initiatives
for future water management, e.g. Holwerd aan Zee. Spatially focusing on Fryslân and on culturalhistorical aspects has allowed this research to produce more locally relevant adaptation measures as
compared to national studies, such as Haasnoot et al. and Rijksoverheid, as they only focus on current
developments omitting site specific values, such as a sense of place and traditions.
Incorporation of cultural-historical elements
The idea to incorporate cultural-historical elements into flood protection is relatively new, but other
authors have explored this opportunity as well. The Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (2013), for
instance, carried out an extensive survey on the future of old dikes. However, their research excludes
an actual proposal on how to incorporate the cultural-historical elements into flood protection
(Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed, 2013). The Rijksdienst focused on the aesthetics, history and
cultural values, while the Calidris report also explored practical opportunities, besides including the
aforementioned values. Therefore, this report adds insights into the practical aspects of incorporating
cultural-historical elements in flood protection in the Netherlands.
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Adaptation pathways approach
Although the adaptation pathways were not requested by the commissioner for this report, the
approach presents a possible time frame for implementing measures addressing uncertainty in SLR.
Hereby, this method adds value to this report and follows the approach also used by the Dutch
Government (Haasnoot et al., 2012, 2018; Werners et al., 2013). In addition, a new visualisation
method was designed that is more suited to the results (Figure 17). Figure 17 presents an overview of
the appropriate time frame and SLR scenario for every measure. The figure builds on the current
scientific literature, mainly by Werners et al. (2013), by simplifying the adaptation pathways and not
depicting thresholds or adaptation turning point. Nonetheless, the figure is visually attractive, can be
used as a communication tool for a wide variety of stakeholders, and suits the commissioner’s needs.
Moreover, the accompanying maps have the same advantages as listed above. They present the
measures in a spatial context, suggest locations to possibly implement most of the proposed
measures, and highlight the applied multi-layer approach. An additional benefit of the adaptation
pathways as presented here are the icons indicating which measures are out-of-the-box, include
cultural-historical elements, and protect effectively against storm surges and soil subsidence. The
icons are another tool for rapid communication.
Dealing with SLR uncertainty
The proposed adaptation measures allowed this research to successfully deal with uncertainties in
adaptation to SLR. Uncertainty on SLR comprises the amount, pace of SLR and the effects, but they
are not the aim of this report. Nevertheless, to address it, the latest SLR scenarios for the Netherlands
have been considered, adding a scenario for 2.5 m SLR by 2100, as suggested by the Waddenacademie.
These considerations improve the relevance of the proposed adaptation measures.
In the Haasnoot et al. (2018) report, several ideas are proposed to deal with SLR uncertainty. Most of
the ideas proposed by Haasnoot et al. (2018) are very generic; they are either on a national level or
are intended for locations that fall outside of the study area of this report. Also, little attention is given
on how the different climate scenarios will affect Fryslân and what adaptation measures will be
necessary in the future. This study builds on the knowledge provided by Haasnoot et al. (2018), but
focuses on Fryslân with creative out-of the box ideas. Not only did this study consider a wider range
of adaptation measures, it also proposed a detailed pathway for the different SLR scenarios in Fryslân.
The latter provides a framework to deal with uncertainties in SLR, which is lacking in Haasnoot et al.
(2018).
Classification of adaptation measures
The identification and classification of the adaptation measures was made by the Calidris team.
Through discussion, the adaptation measures were classified based on expert judgement and finally
checked by the supervisor and discussed with the commissioner and discussed with the commissioner.
Inconsistencies were filtered out by elaborately checking and revising the classification table.
Literature, previous experience and consulting the experts helped in these tasks. The classification
provided here describes the measures and gives a first impression of the aspect and implications of
each measure. The classification helped to focus on cultural-historical measures and out-of-the-box
solutions. Moreover, it helped distinguish between measures suitable for different SLR scenarios and
for which timescales they are applicable. Due to the measures’ originality and creativity, the
classification for most categories is not based on calculations or backed up by literature, but formed
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by the expert opinion of the team. Although the classification is quite elaborate, other categories could
have been included, like economical, engineering, social and spatial feasibility. However, these criteria
were not assessed to keep the focus on exploring out-of-the-box adaptation possibilities, rather than
on evaluating their feasibility for the short- or long-term. More research is needed to assess the
measures on additional categories and feasibility.
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7. Conclusions
This research aimed at exploring adaptation measures for flood protection to deal with SLR projections
from 1.0 m to 3.0 m SLR by 2100 for the Frisian Wadden Sea coast. A new dimension was added to
flood protection through the inclusion of cultural-historical elements and highlighting out-of-the-box
solutions. Main conclusions comprise:

● The proposed adaptation measures incorporating cultural-historical elements add a new

●

●

●

●

●

dimension and extend the previous concepts of future flood protection. Thereby, a wide
variety of measures considering local values and specific geographical features were taken
into account. This allows for a more comprehensive flood protection approach, including local
cultural-historical values.
The list of possible adaptation measures was broadened by applying the multi-layer safety
approach to identify flood adaptation strategies considering evacuation and spatial planning.
Previous adaptation measures as present in the literature mainly focus on primary coastal
flood protection, such as different dike forms.
The proposed adaptation measures that highlight out-of-the-box solutions and culturalhistorical elements and practices shows great promise. The proposed list contains:
○ Out of the box solutions, such as oyster reefs, willow buffers and dike gates coupled
to estuaries in the coastal areas, rotation polders, as well as floating houses, new lakes
and new mounds throughout the study area.
○ Measures that include cultural-historical elements, such as salt marshes, summer
polders, building and connecting mounds, reinforcing old dikes, dikes rings, and dike
gates.
The results provide strategies to deal with uncertainties in the projections of future SLR and
land changes, due to the great variety of proposed adaptation measures. Especially, the
adaptation pathways provide flexible and robust strategies to cope with 1.0, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0
m SLR by 2100 in Fryslân.
The Waddenacademie has been provided with several site-specific adaptation measures to
deal with the projected SLR for the Frisian Wadden Sea coast. This allows them to place the
incorporation of cultural-historical elements and out-of-the-box ideas into flood adaptation
strategies on the political agenda. The visual products, such as the maps and pathways, are an
added value for communicating the opportunities for flood protection.
Overall, this report aims and helps to raise discussion on incorporating innovative and culturalhistorical elements for flood protection and against SLR scenarios, thus incentivates the
academia, as well as public and private stakeholders, to research and discuss the topics.
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8. Recommendations
Recommendations regarding flood protection against SLR in the Frisian Wadden region for different
stakeholders can be found below.
Waddenacademie:
● This report opens possibilities for inspiration and serves as a communicative tool to set
innovative and out-of-the-box adaptation measures on flood protection on the Frisian public
government agenda. Especially the visual materials and maps are powerful tools to gain
attention from policy makers, land planners, among other public stakeholders. It is suggested
to consider the proposed adaptation measures and place them on the political agenda.
Thereby, both the urgency to act and the opportunities in innovative flood adaptation
measures are emphasized.
Governmental institutions:
● It is advised to support the Waddenacademie and research actors to continue research by
facilitating resources.
● The adaptive pathways explored, are advised, to be discussed and considered as an input for
short, medium- and long-term planning in the Wadden region.
● The different stakeholders and their views on the proposed adaptation measures are advised
to be considered when developing public policies on flood protection and SLR adaptation. This
way, local opinions and social feasibility or preferences for some measures could be
considered for a participative planning. It is suggested to continue communication with
stakeholders, such as institutions from other Wadden countries to strengthen synergies and
develop solutions to common problems.
Research institutions and NGOs:
● Additional research is suggested regarding the economic, environmental and social feasibility
of the adaptation measures. Especially innovative solutions such as oyster reefs, willow
buffers and dike gates should be researched into detail. Other topics comprise synergies with
GHG mitigation, such as synergies with renewable energy options, as well as the effect of
ecosystem-based solutions, among other measures, on the local emissions balance.
● More precise time frames regarding thresholds for SLR, frequency and probabilities of flood
events, risk assessments and social acceptance for new or adjusted measures are valuable
inputs for designing the adaptation pathways, especially for decision makers.
● It is recommended to research institutions and NGOs to allocate funding and resources to
further explore the above-mentioned aspects. Both expert researchers and student teams can
be encouraged for this research by means of funding, facilities for research (such as
laboratories and field work), advise and facilitation of GIS data or literature.
Private sector (small and large scale):
● Private stakeholders are encouraged to participate in consultative and decision-making
processes and to express their opinions on the proposed adaptation and flood protection
measures. Their willingness to accept cultural-historical adaptation measures or innovative
solutions are an important input for decision making, planning and research.
● A better-informed private sector allows to analyse the overall feasibility of implementing
measures on private land, such as summer polders, floating houses or mound connections.
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10. Annex
Annex A: Project implementation
a) Activities
The general phases for the project’s implementation follow the general project cycle. The initial phase,
the preparation phase, was followed by the main exploration phase. Instead of an evaluation phase
at the end of the cycle, a “monitoring, continuous improvement and feedback” phase was introduced
to stress the need for continuous revision and improvement, as well as to ensure timely
communication with relevant stakeholders. The final phase comprised finalizing and delivering the
products, such as maps and reports (Figure 22).
Preparation
The preparation phase included defining goals, methodology and writing the proposal, as well as
discussing it with the commissioner and adjusting it to the commissioner’s expectations. The
preparation phase was finalized when expectations were discussed and goals and deliverable products
were clear both for the Calidris team and the commissioner.
Exploration
The exploration phase started with bibliographic research, which was a permanent activity, and a field
visit to familiarize the team with the Wadden region and the problem statement. The field trip was
guided personally by the commissioner and explored the landscape and the cultural-historical
elements along the coastal region of the Frisian Wadden, from the Lauwersmeer to Harlingen.
Important field notes, pictures and ideas on flood protection and adaptation measures were collected.
Two main activities were also distinguished: data analysis and exploring strategies. The former
comprised climate and SLR analysis, socio-cultural and historic information as well as spatial analysis
and mapping using GIS. The aim was to produce information and products (maps) to support the
design of adaptation strategies to cope with SLR in the study area. Designing strategies included
identifying adaptation measures, exploring the scenarios, identifying threshold and developing the
adaptation pathways by integrating the measures into a coherent flood protection strategy. This
coherent strategy fits in both the multi-layer approach and the adaptive pathways as these are the
methodologies used to reach a complete flood protection strategy. The risk framework and multilayered safety approach were taken into account to reduce vulnerability.
During the exploration phase, a meeting and colloquium was organized, as suggested by the
supervisor, to present partial results to both the supervisor and the commissioner, as well as to discuss
and exchange ideas on flood protection strategies with master and PhD students from the WUR. The
colloquium helped to strengthen the quality of the adaptation measures and flood protection
strategies. Furthermore, the first draft report and preliminary maps with adaptation measures were
discussed in detail with the commissioner.
Monitoring, improvement and feedback
The monitoring, improvement and feedback phase comprised permanent and fixed activities.
Meetings with the university supervisor and team feedback sessions (feedback Fridays) took place
weekly. Meeting the supervisor allowed to keep track of progress and focus on results. Also, they gave
valuable inputs for knowledge (literature, other data) and activities. Internal feedback sessions were
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mostly valuable to improve the team coordination and performance, as well as stimulated the
professional growth of each team member.
Meetings with the commissioner were highly important and depended on the commissioner’s
availability. These meetings helped to track progress and focus efforts to achieve the goals efficiently.
The continuous improvement addressed refining and revising all deliverables. After each meeting with
the commissioner and for the field trip, the minutes were shared with the commissioner in order to
be transparent, make sure there was a common understanding and to receive feedback. Comments
were always incorporated to improve the next steps.
Final phase
The final phase included presenting the project’s results, both at university and to the commissioner,
as well as handing in the reports and maps, as discussed with the commissioner and the team’s
supervisor.

Planning overview for the project’s execution.
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Overview of key products and events.
Phase

Description

Date

Aims

Comments

Preparation

Team
constitution
and goals
definition

25.03.2019

● Organize the team and
member functions.
● Establish learning goals.

One week after the team
constitution, learning goals
were sent to the supervisor.

Intake meeting
with
commissioner

10.04.2019

● Meet the commissioner
and gain an overview of
the problem and
expectations.

The meeting took place at the
House for the Wadden,
Leeuwarden. Important issues
regarding the Wadden area
were discussed and a field trip
was planned. The meeting was
key to finalize the proposal.

Final proposal

12.04.2019

● Submit the final
proposal for the
commissioner to
guarantee a common
understanding of the
problem, products and
expectations.
● Receive feedback.

The proposal, after being
revised by the supervisor and
improved, was send to the
commissioner. After the
meeting on April 10th, his
comments were incorporated
to have a final version the
17.04.2019.

Field visit to
Fryslan

19.04.2019

● Become familiar with
the problem and the
study area.

The field visit covered historical
places, villages, dikes and other
monuments relevant for
understanding and developing
flood protection strategies in
the Wadden area.

First draft of
report

10.05.2019

A first version of the draft
report including adaptation
measures was sent to the
supervisor and commissioner.

Ethics
discussion with
university
supervisor

14.05.2019

Midterm
presentation &

15.05.2019

● Submit conceptual
framework and
identification of
adaptation measures
for flood protection.
● Prepare for next
meeting and receive
feedback.
● Present the main issues
that might raise ethical
consideration during
the project
implementation or due
to the proposed
strategies.
● Exchange ideas on flood
protection and
adaptation measures in
the Wadden area.

Exploration

A (mandatory) meeting with a
philosophy professor was held
to discuss ethical aspects
arising in the project, both
related to the proceedings and
contents proposed.
The colloquium was held at
WUR with the participation of
the supervisor, commissioner
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Colloquium on
flood
protection
strategies in
the Wadden
region
Second draft
report

Final phase

21.05.2019
24.05.2019

● Discuss the draft report
and the adaptation
measures with the
commissioner.

and master and PhD students
with expertise in flood
protection in the Netherlands.
Important feedback on the
proceedings and the adaptation
measures were received.

● Submit the draft report
for peer review.
● Prepare for upcoming
presentations and
receive feedback.

A second draft report was sent
to peer students as part of a
peer review process.

● Verify the proposed
adaptation measures.

A short meeting was held to
receive technical feedback on
key concepts and measures
with an expert PhD student,
where the proposed measures
were backed up.

Confirmation
meeting with
Richard
Marijnissen

03.06.2019

First
presentation

04.06.2019 ●

Final
presentation

06.06.2019

Ethics report

13.06.2019

Final report

31.05.2019
13.06.2019

Present the final
products to the
supervisor and
commissioner.

● Present the final
products to peer
students and the
supervisor for a final
evaluation.
● Submit a report on
ethical considerations
arising during the
project implementation
and proposed flood
protection strategies.
● Hand in the final report
and products as agreed
in the proposal.
● Finalize the project.

Also, the improved draft was
sent to the commissioner for
further feedback.

The results were assessed as
stimulating by the
commissioner. Final feedback
and possibilities for diffusion
were discussed.
Final comments from peers
allowed to verify the results
and exchange the whole team
experience.
After submitting a draft and
improving the ethical analysis
with expert feedback, the final
version was sent.
After submitting and improving
the complete draft report sent
on May 31, the final report and
maps were submitted to the
commissioner.
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b) Organisation management
Since the project was part of an Academic Consultancy Training course, the team organized strictly
the member’s functions, project procedures, time management and quality of results. The overall
project’s organisation consisted of three main actors:
● The commissioner Dr. Meindert Schroor, who is part of the Board at the Waddenacademie.
He was the main stakeholder to communicate and share results to, approve the products and
exchange ideas.
● The supervisor Dr. Ir. Jantsje van Loon-Steensma, who currently works at WUR within the
Water Systems and Global Change department. She is also involved in some work of the
Waddenacademie and has a network of contacts that conduct research in the Wadden area.
● The project team “Calidris” from WUR was responsible for developing this project as part of
an Academic Consultancy Training. An overview of the members is given in the next section.
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Annex B: Example of adaptation pathway for the Netherlands (Haasnoot et al., 2018:
15).
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Annex C: Overview of classification criteria adapted to proposed adaptation measure
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Annex D: Location specific maps of adaptation measures for 1.0 m SLR by 2100

Proposed adaptation measures for 1 m SLR for 2100 near Harlingen.

Proposed adaptation measures for 1 m SLR for 2100 near Sint Annaparochie.
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Proposed adaptation measures for 1 m SLR for 2100 near Holwerd

Proposed adaptation measures for 1 m SLR for 2100 near Leeuwarden.
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Annex E: Location specific maps of adaptation measures for 2.0 m SLR by 2100

Proposed adaptation measures for 2 m SLR for 2100 near Harlingen.

Proposed adaptation measures for 2 m SLR for 2100 near Sint Annaparochie.
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Proposed adaptation measures for 2 m SLR for 2100 near Holwerd.

Proposed adaptation measures for 2 m SLR for 2100 near Leeuwarden.
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Annex F: Location specific maps of adaptation measures for 3.0 m SLR by 2100

Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Harlingen.

Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Sint Annaparochie.
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Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Holwerd.

Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Leeuwarden.
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Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Holwerd.

Proposed adaptation measures for 3 m SLR for 2100 near Leeuwarden
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